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In this paper, we present a genetic algorithm (GA) based band power feature sparse learning (SL) approach for classification 
of electroencephalogram (EEG) (GABSLEEG) in motor imagery (MI) based brain-computer interfacing (BCI). The band 
power in the alpha and beta bands was extracted from the EEG segments and used as features to construct the SL dictionary, 
in which the GA was employed for channel selection. The GABSLEEG system was tested in three functional areas: i) 
classification of MI data and idle state data; ii) performance with decreased training data size; and iii) computational 
efficiency. The system was evaluated by dividing the data into training, validation, and testing sets. The proposed 
GABSLEEG model is found to significantly outperform conventional classifiers, including the support vector machine 
(SVM) classifier in (i-iii), and the random forest (RF) and the k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) classifiers in (i-ii). The 
GABSLEEG system consistently had a higher classification accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. The average accuracy of 
the proposed system was 99.65%, on BCI Competition IV dataset 1 and 96.08% for BCI Competition III dataset IVa with 
the idle state included as a class, which was on a par with state-of-the-art SL and even deep learning approaches. 
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Abstract

1. Introduction

Electroencephalogram (EEG) based brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) have the potential to deeply impact 
healthcare and consumer industries due to their non-invasive and portable nature. BCIs based on imagined 
movement, known as motor imagery (MI) BCIs, hold potential in neurorehabilitation and prosthetics control 
systems. The onset of a MI task is characterized by a decrease in activity within the alpha and beta frequency 
bands, which are 7Hz-13Hz and 13Hz-30Hz, respectively [1].

Various learning systems have been developed for the classification of EEG using different features such as 
time [2], frequency [3], time-frequency [4], common spatial patterns (CSPs) [5] and angle-amplitude 
transformations [6]. These features can be used in conjunction with conventional machine learning classifiers 
such as support vector machine (SVM) [2][4][5], k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) [2][6], decision tree/random forest 
(RF) [2] and discriminative analysis [3]. Other classification pipelines include Riemannian manifolds [7] and 
deep learning [8][9], which have been shown to perform strongly in EEG classification.  

Sparse learning (SL) approaches based on sparse representation have been used widely in signal processing 
[10][11] and have shown great potential for high accuracy classification of MI EEG data [12][13][14]. Using 
wavelet features and standard sparsity-based classification, Sreeja et al. [12] obtained an accuracy of 96.10% for a 
two-class MI classification problem and 91.92% for a four-class problem. The authors then added weights to the 
dictionary, with the weights being calculated based on dissimilarity information between the training data and the 
test data. This approach improved the accuracy to 97.98% for the two-class problem and 92.23% for the four-class 
problem. Instead of using sparsity-based classification, Taran and Bajaj [13] obtained a sparse signal 
representation using the tunable Q-factor wavelet transform (TQWT). Classification was carried out using a least-
squares support vector machine (LS-SVM), and an accuracy of 96.89% was reported. In [14], an extreme learning 
machine (ELM) classifier was used for sparse classification based on CSP features and obtained an accuracy of 
87.54%. Many recent SL systems do not incorporate channel selection, and either use all the EEG channels 
available in the evaluation dataset [14], or an arbitrarily chosen subset of the channels which may not be optimal 
[12][13].  
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Dictionary-based SL has been shown to excel at MI EEG classification [12][15][16] and due to this, a dictionary-
based SL classifier was used in this study. In dictionary-based approaches, feature vectors extracted from the 
training dataset are used to construct a dictionary. A test feature vector is assigned a classification label by sparse 
encoding it over the dictionary and analyzing the reconstruction error. To construct the feature vectors, features 
are extracted from each of the EEG channels and are concatenated. In previous work, channels have been 
represented by wavelet features [12][15][16], for example the energy of the approximation and detail coefficients 
obtained using the discrete wavelet transform [12], wavelet energy [15][16] or frequency-domain bandpower 
after CSP filtering [15]. Since EEG data is closely related to changes in the alpha and beta bandpowers, but the 
exact frequency ranges where these changes occur can vary between subjects [1], in this paper time-domain 
bandpower features for the combined alpha and beta bands were used. 

Channel selection is usually carried out to reduce computational processing demands and to improve 
classification accuracy [20][22][23][24]. In some applications both aims are achieved, whereas in others the aim 
of channel selection is to maintain the accuracy of a classifier whilst substantially reducing the number of EEG 
channels, leading to lower computational times on the test set [20]. Due to the strong classification performance 
of the dictionary-based SL systems, in this work, channel selection was applied with the main aim of reducing 
impact of the computational complexity of the encoding algorithm, whilst preserving or improving the 
classification performance. Both wrapper and filter techniques have been used for MI EEG channel selection [20] 
[21], with filter techniques relying on analytical measures to select EEG channels, and wrapper methods are 
iterative techniques optimize the EEG channel subset based on the classification accuracy obtained for candidate 
subsets. Typically, wrapper techniques [22][24] obtain better performance than filter techniques, but at the cost of 
increased computational complexity [20]. Heuristic wrapper methods, such as genetic algorithms [24], typically 
produce solutions more efficiently and quicker than conventional wrapper techniques, but tend not to find the 
optimum solution [20]. However, they have been shown to be effective for MI EEG channel selection [24]. Since 
the SL classifier was already computationally complex, in this work, a genetic algorithm was chosen for channel 
selection since it provided a trade-off between the renouned performance of wrapper channel selection techniques 
and the reduced computational complexity of heuristic wrappers. Thus, the aim of this work was to merge the 
capabilities of metaheuristic search algorithms for channel selection with sparse learning-based MI EEG 
classification. Within this context, the effect of the tunable parameters of the metaheuristic algorithm on final 
classification accuracy was also investigated.

In this paper, we propose the genetic algorithm (GA)-based band power feature sparse learning and 
classification of EEG (GABSLEEG) system for MI BCI applications. The main contributions of the proposed 
approach can be highlighted as follows:

1) Band power features from each EEG channel are used as features for sparse learning and accurate
classification of EEG in three classes, namely two MI states and the idle state. This is novel because the
idle state has not been included in similar work, i.e. dictionary-based MI EEG sparse learning [12][15][16];

2) The GA is applied within the sparse learning framework for channel selection, where channel selection
helps to improve the classification efficacy and efficiency on the test-set, an important indicator for real-
time BCI applications;

3) The proposed GABSLEEG system has outperformed several state-of-the-art approaches, including
conventional and deep learning methods. It also shows robustness with reduced training data and improved
computational efficiency compared to support vector machine (SVM) classification.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the proposed methodology. 
Section 3 describes the datasets and experimental settings. Section 4 summarises the results with discussion. 
Finally, Section 5 gives some concluding remarks and future perspectives. 
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Fig. 1.  A diagram of the proposed GABSLEEG classification system. Bandpass filtered EEG signals are segmented, and feature 
vectors are extracted. The training data is used to construct a sparse dictionary, and the validation data is used for GA-based channel 
selection. Afterwards, a final sparse learning module assigns the test-set classification labels.
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2. The Proposed GABSLEEG Approach

Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed genetic algorithm-based band power feature sparse learning
(GABSLEEG) approach. The EEG data is first bandpass filtered before extracting segment-based band power 
features from each window. The training data is used to construct the sparse dictionary, which is composed of 
three distinct sub-dictionaries, i.e. MI class 1, MI class 2 and the class of the idle state. 

The dictionary and the validation data are fed into the GA-based channel selection module, so that a subset of 
EEG channels can be selected. The GA is a wrapper method and uses the classification accuracy obtained with a 
SL classifier, shown in Fig. 2, to select a channel subset. Once the subset is selected, the redundant data channels 
are removed from the dictionary and the test dataset. The final classification labels are obtained through a final 
sparse learning-based classifier block which takes as input the dictionary and test dataset, both containing only 
the selected EEG channels. 

Consider the SL classification module in Fig. 2. In this block, the feature vector is sparsely encoded over the 
dictionary using orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) to obtain the SR coefficients. The reconstruction errors from 
each sub-dictionary are calculated and the label is assigned to the class whose sub-dictionary has produced the 
lowest reconstruction error. This process is repeated for each of the feature vectors in the set. Subject-specific 
dictionaries were constructed for each subject using data from that subject, in accordance with a prevalent 
methodology in the literature for subject-specific modelling [9][12][13][19]. 

In this system, whole EEG trials are processed. This enables the different stages of a MI event to be captured 
within the dictionary [1] and has a precedent in the literature [9][12][13], although some studies choose to 
process only the central part of MI trials [14] because of the dynamic behavior at the start and end of MI trials 
[1]. 

The following three sub-sections 2.1-2.3 describe in detail the proposed GABSLEEG approach, including pre-
processing, the SL module, and the GA-based channel selection, respectively.

Fig. 2.  The sparse learning classifier. Orthogonal matching pursuit is used to sparse encode the feature vector over the 
dictionary. The reconstruction error based on each sub-dictionary was then used to assign the final classification label. 
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2.1 Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
For the given EEG signals, the following preprocessing and feature extraction are applied before the SR was 

extracted. First, the raw EEG data was mean-centered and bandpass filtered between 7.5Hz and 30Hz using a 10th 
order Butterworth filter to extract the alpha and beta bands. 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, filtered data was windowed, using windows of length  seconds. Within a window there 𝑡
are thus  samples per channel, where  is the sampling frequency (100Hz). Thus, each segment is of 𝑇 =  𝑡 × 𝐹𝑠 𝐹𝑠
size , where  is the number of EEG channels. For experiments in this paper,  was set to 0.05.𝑇 × 𝑀 𝑀 𝑡

For each window of data, the average power, , in each of the EEG channels was calculated as follows: 𝑝𝑗 𝑝𝑗 =
1
𝐿

 where  is the data on channel  at the  time sample.  The power values are concatenated to form a ∑𝑇
𝑖 = 1𝑥2

𝑗𝑖 𝑥𝑗𝑖 𝑗 𝑖𝑡ℎ 
 feature vector for the windowed sample. 1 × 𝑀

2.2 Sparse Learning (SL)
In the SL process, the training data was used to construct the dictionary, whose structure is shown in Fig. 1. 

The dictionary used consisted of three parts: one for MI class 1, one for MI class 2 and one for the idle state class. 
Each part of the dictionary was constructed by deriving the  feature vectors for training samples in the 1 × 𝑀
respective class. It was ensured that the three sub-dictionaries were of the same length, , which was determined 𝐿
by the class with the minimum number of training samples. 

Classification was then carried out on the test set using the dictionary. During the testing, a feature vector from 
the test set was sparse encoded across the dictionary using OMP, with the representation being limited to 6 non-
zero coefficients. 

The sparse reconstruction of a feature vector is given by (1):
(1)𝒚 = 𝑫𝒙

where  is the estimated feature vector,  is the dictionary and  is the coefficient vector. The OMP 𝒚 𝑫 𝒙
implementation works to build a support, , of the signal. The support consists of the indices of those dictionary 𝑆
entries which, according to the OMP algorithm, best represent the signal. The size of the support is constrained 
by the level of sparsity chosen by the user, which in this work was set to 6. 

In the sparse coefficient vector, only the dictionary entries named within the support set have non-zero 
coefficients. The support is built by reducing the residual error,  as follows [26]:𝑒

(2)𝒆 = 𝒚 ― ∑𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝒙𝑖𝒅𝑖

where  is the original feature vector for the test sample,  is the dictionary atom and  is the coefficient 𝑦 𝒅𝑖 𝒙𝑖
associated with that atom. OMP is a greedy algorithm which builds the support by selecting the next support 
atom as the one which correlates the most with the residual error. 

The actual values of the non-zero sparse coefficients, , are found by minimizing the sparse representation 𝒙
error in (3):

 (3)𝒙 =  min
𝒙𝑆

‖𝒚 ― 𝑫𝑆𝒙𝑆‖

where  is the dictionary subset based on the support, and  is the set of non-zero coefficients.𝑫𝑆 𝒙𝑠
The optimization problem in (3) can be solved using the least squares approach [26]:

 (4)𝒙𝑆 = (𝑫𝑇
𝑆𝑫𝑆) ―1𝑫𝑇

𝑆𝒚
The sparse encoding occurred along the length of the dictionary, thus the coefficient vector had length  when 3𝐿

including both the non-zero and zero valued coefficients. This approach, of encoding the test samples over a 
dictionary constructed from EEG training samples, with the length of the sparse code depending on the number of 
training samples, has previously been used in EEG SR [12][15][16].  The sparse encoding was separated into 
three parts to obtain the part associated with each sub-dictionary. Since the dictionary was constructed as in Fig. 
1, this was done by dividing the coefficient vector into three parts, each of length . Classification was carried out 𝐿
by calculating the reconstruction error based on each of the sub-dictionaries using (5):

(5)𝑒𝑗 =  ‖𝒚 ― 𝒚‖2
2 =  ‖𝒚 ― 𝑫𝑗𝒄𝑗‖2

2
where  is the reconstruction error for the dictionary associated with class , and  is the estimated value of , 𝑒𝑗 𝑗 𝒚 𝒚
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based on the dictionary representation.  is given by , where  is the sub-dictionary for class  and  are the 𝒚 𝑫𝑗𝒄𝑗 𝑫𝑗 𝑗 𝒄𝒋
coefficients associated with that sub-dictionary.  denotes the Euclidean norm. The class of the sub-‖…‖2

dictionary for which the lowest error was found was the class assigned to the test sample.

2.3  GA Channel Selection 
In our proposed SR system, the GA was used for simplifying the dictionary. Essentially, it was used to perform 

channel selection from the 59 available EEG channels to form a smaller subset which retains similar accuracy. 
GAs aim to find the optimal local minimum but provide no guarantee of finding the global minimum of the 
optimization problem [27]. An exhaustive, sequential search of the solution space for EEG channel selection is 
not currently feasible due to the sheer number of channel combinations. For example, if one were to choose 30 
channels from a selection of 59 EEG channels, there are 5.91 x 1016 possible combinations. Thus, GAs are 
suitable for the channel selection problem, and the combinatorial nature of the problem makes transcription into 
chromosomes straightforward. 

A GA was used to find EEG channel subsets of length n. The channel selection process was carried out 
individually for each of the subjects. Pseudocode describing the whole GA process can be found in Algorithm 1. 
Prior to running the GA, the data for the subject was randomly divided into three sets: a training dataset, Xtrain, 
comprising 80% of the data, a validation dataset, Xval, comprising 10% of the data and a test dataset, Xtest, 

comprising the remaining 10% of the dataset. The SR dictionary was generated using the training dataset, and the 
GA optimized with respect to the validation dataset. The accuracy of classification with the test dataset was used 
to evaluate the generalization capabilities of the final selected channel subset.  

The chromosomes had the chosen channel length , and consisted of the EEG channel numbers. An initial 𝑛
population of z individuals was generated using a random number generator in Python, and the population size 
remained constant. The fitness was the classification accuracy calculated on the validation dataset, using the SR 
classification approach previously detailed in part 2.2 of this section of the paper. Selection was carried out using 
the fitness-proportional roulette wheel approach [27], where fitter individuals were more likely to be selected. For 
a selected individual k, the associated probability p of selection is determined below, where Fitnessj is the fitness 
of individual j:

      (6)𝑝 =
𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑘

∑𝑧 ― 1
𝑗 = 0𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑗 

× 100%

During each iteration, (z-5) parents were selected from the population for crossover. An alteration of two-point 
crossover [27] was used for the crossover process, where random locations were chosen within the parents, and 

Algorithm 1: Genetic Algorithm Based Channel Selection
1: Inputs: n, the size of the EEG subset, z the size of the population, D the dictionary based on the training dataset Xtrain, Xval and Xtest 
2: Initialization: stagnation = 0, tolerance = 0.000009, bestFitness = 0
3: population = a set of z randomly generated chromosomes of length n, generated from numbers in the range 0 to 59 without replacement
4: while stagnation < 3: # Monitor if the bestFitness has remained the same for three consecutive iterations
5:              for each chromosome in the population: # Calculate the population fitness
6: carry out classification using (4) and (5) with D[population{current chromosome},:] and Xval [population{current chromosome},:]
7: calculate the accuracy and store in population_fitness
8:              end
9:         lastBestFitness = bestFitness # Update the best fitness and the best chromosome
10:            if max(population_fitness) > bestFitness:
11: bestFitness = max(population_fitness)
12: bestChromosome = population[argmax(population_fitness)]
13:            end
14:            if abs(lastBestFitness - bestFitness) < tolerance: # Monitor for convergence
15: stagnation = stagnation +1 
16:            cumulative_fitness = sum(population_fitness) # Carry out selection
17:           end
18:           Select (z-5) chromosomes to be used in crossover. Store in parents. Probability of selection, p is calculated as in (6)
19:           From the parent chromosomes generate the children as described in (7) and (8)
20:           In the population replace the (z-5) chromosomes with the lowest fitness with the children
21:           Mutation step: 20% probability that a random mutation in one chromosome will occur.  
22: end 
23: Calculate the test_set _accuracy for the final bestChromosome: 
24: Carry out classification using (3) and (5) with D[population{bestChromosome},:] and Xtest [population{bestChromosome},:] and calculate the 
25: accuracy
26: Output: bestChromosome and test_set_accuracy
27: END
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the gene at that position and the next adjacent position were exchanged if the exchange did not result in a 
duplicate gene in either of the children. If duplication were to occur, crossover is not carried out, and another 
random location is chosen and crossover is again attempted, either until a suitable crossover was carried out, or 4 
attempts had been made, at which point the parents were returned to the population. Only the 5 fittest individuals 
are guaranteed to not be replaced during the crossover process. 

Given two parent chromosomes, parent1 and parent2, which produce two child chromosomes, child1 and 
child2, the crossover process is summarized as follows:

 (7)𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒍𝒅1 = [𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕1[0,…,𝑝1], 𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕𝟐[𝑝2,𝑝2 + 1],   𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕1[𝑝1:𝑒𝑛𝑑] ]
 (8)𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒍𝒅𝟐 = [𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕𝟐[0,…,𝑝2], 𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕𝟏[𝑝1,𝑝1 + 1], 𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕𝟐[𝑝2:𝑒𝑛𝑑] ]

where the parent and child variables are row vectors of length n; p1 and p2 (p1, p2  n) each represents a random ≠
location in parent1 and parent2, respectively.

During each iteration, there was a 20% chance that one of the chromosomes in the population would 
experience a random mutation within a gene, which involved one randomly selected individual having a 
randomly selected gene changed to a randomly selected value not already used in the chromosome.

When the best fitness remains the same for three consecutive iterations of the GA, the algorithm is exited, and 
the current best individual is the selected subset of EEG channels. The generalizability of the chosen subset could 
then be evaluated using the test dataset.

2.3.1 A comment on channel selection

SR encoding has often been used for band selection in hyperspectral imaging, where sparse coefficients are 
obtained for each band and then the locations of the non-zero coefficients are analyzed to select the most 
discriminative bands [21][22]. In this case, the hyperspectral bands could be analogous to the EEG channels. 
However, in the representation approach used here, the sparse encoding is carried out along the training samples 
stored in the dictionary, which has length  as previously mentioned. Thus, the non-zero coefficients are not 3𝐿
associated with the EEG channels, but with the training samples. Thus, a GA was used to carry out channel 
selection, as opposed to the sparse representation coefficients.

2.4 Theoretical Time Complexity
This section presents the theoretical time complexity analysis of the SL classifier and GA channel selection 

modules. The SL classifier used the sklearn [25] implementation of the batch OMP algorithm [25]. The runtime 
complexity,  , of the batch OMP algorithm is [51]  𝑇𝑂𝑀𝑃

𝑇𝑂𝑀𝑃 =  𝑂(𝑛) +  3𝑂(𝑛2) + 𝑂(𝑛3)⇒𝑇𝑂𝑀𝑃 = 𝑂(𝑛3)
For the time complexity analysis, the GA channel selection process can be broken into individual processes, 

namely: initialization, fitness calculation, selection, crossover and mutation, with the theoretical time 
complexities of , , ,  and , respectively. The fitness calculation depends on the SL module, and thus 𝑇𝐼 𝑇𝐹 𝑇𝑆 𝑇𝐶 𝑇𝑀

. For the other processes, we have , 𝑇𝐹 = 𝑂(𝑛) +𝑂(𝑛3) =  𝑂(𝑛3) 𝑇𝐼 = 𝑂(𝑛) +𝑂(𝐺) 𝑇𝑆 = 𝑂(1) +2𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛) +2𝑂
, , and (𝑛)⇒𝑇𝑠 = 𝑂(𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) 𝑇𝐶 =  𝑂(3) +𝑂(𝑛) +𝑂(𝑛2) ⇒ 𝑇𝐶 =  𝑂(𝑛2) 𝑇𝑀 = 𝑂(1) +𝑂(𝑛) +𝑂(𝑛2) ⇒𝑇𝑀 = 𝑂

, where  is the total number of generations (iterations) of the GA. Therefore, the theoretical time complexity (𝑛2) 𝐺
of the GA channel selection module, , becomes:𝑇𝐺𝐴

𝑇𝐺𝐴 = 𝑇𝐼 + 𝐺 × [𝑇𝐹 + 𝑇𝑆 +𝑇𝐶 +𝑇𝑀]⇒ 𝑇𝐺𝐴 = 𝑂(𝑛) + 𝑂(𝐺) + 𝐺 × [𝑂(𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) + 2𝑂(𝑛2) + 𝑂(𝑛3))]
∴  𝑇𝐺𝐴 = 𝐺 × 𝑂(𝑛3)

3. Datasets, Experimental Settings and Hyperparameter Overview

This section begins with a brief overview of the datasets used and the classification systems used for
benchmarking. Afterwards, the hyperparameter tuning process for the GABSLEEG system is discussed. A brief 
analysis of the impact of heuristic parameters in the GA on classification accuracy is conducted, followed by a 
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discussion of how sparsity level impacts fitness within the GA. The tuning of the benchmarking classifiers is then 
summarized. The section closes with some comments on the evaluation methodology used. 

The GABSLEEG algorithm, as well as the SVM, k-NN and RF classifiers were implemented in Python 3.7 
[25]. The SVM, k-NN and RF classifiers were selected due to their established use in MI EEG classification 
[2][4][5][6] and were used to assess the effectiveness of the sparse learning classifier. Later in the paper, in 
section 4.3, the GABSLEEG system is compared to a deep learning system. 

3.1  Datasets Description

The BCI competition IV, dataset 1, was used [28]. This dataset has two parts, the calibration dataset, and the 
evaluation dataset. The calibration dataset was used for hyperparameter tuning, whilst the evaluation dataset was 
used to obtain the final classification results, to assess the generalizability of the parameters derived from the 
calibration dataset. The datasets consist of data down-sampled from 1000Hz to 100Hz from four human subjects, 
labelled as 1a, 1b, 1f and 1g. The MI EEG data for two MI activities – from right hand, left hand, and foot - are 
available for each subject. For the foot class, subjects were free to decide which foot to imagine moving or could 
imagine both moving at the same time. The calibration dataset consists of 4s intervals of MI interspersed with 4s 
intervals of the idle state. The evaluation dataset aims to simulate an asynchronous BCI, consisting of intervals of 
MI between 1.5s and 8s long, interspersed by similar length intervals of the idle state. During some intervals, 
music or videos were playing to distract the subject [29]. In the case of the final evaluation results, the data is 
randomly divided into training (80%), validation (10%) and testing (10%) divisions. This approach of dividing 
data into sets has been used in the literature, particularly in systems which may have more involved processing 
times, such as CNNs [6][9]. The GA, being an iterative technique, also has an involved processing time and thus 
this testing approach was used.

 Another dataset, BCI Competition III, dataset IVa [30] was used to validate the GABSLEEG approach 
presented, and to compare the results obtained with those in other papers. This dataset had data from five subjects 
labelled aa, al, av and aw, a down-sampled frequency of 100Hz and two MI EEG classes.

 To assess how the GABSLEEG system and comparison systems operate with practical data, no effort was 
made to discard data which had artifacts. 

3.2   Classification Approaches used for Benchmarking

Three standard MI classification techniques were used for benchmarking, namely: an SVM classifier with 
radial-basis function (RBF) kernel, a k-NN classifier, and a RF classifier, which all use nonlinear decision 
boundaries. 

The benchmarking classifiers were trained using the same feature vectors derived from the training dataset that 
were used to construct the SL dictionary. Thus, the classifiers were provided with feature vectors consisting of 𝑀 
values, calculated over a 0.05s window of EEG data, with each value corresponding to the averaged power at an 
electrode within the window. The feature vectors in the training set were scaled to have zero mean and unit 
variance, and the same transformation was applied to the validation and testing sets.

For fair comparisons to the GABSLEEG system, GA channel selection was also carried out when using the 
benchmarking systems. The same algorithm and methodology described in Section 2.3 was used, with the SVM, 
k-NN or RF classifier replacing the SL classification module when the fitness was calculated.

3.3  Hyperparameter Tuning

This sub-section covers the hyperparameter tuning of the proposed GABSLEEG system and the benchmarking 
systems. Hyperparameter tuning was carried out on the calibration data in the BCI Competition IV dataset I. 
Hyperparameters providing the highest average accuracy calculated across all four subjects in the dataset were 
selected. For the GABSLEEG system, a brief analysis of the effect of different hyperparameters on performance 
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is also carried out. 

3.3.1 Hyperparameter Analysis for the GABSLEEG System

The GABSLEEG system has two modules: the SL module and the GA channel selection module. In the SL 
module, tunable hyperparameters were the window size and the number of non-zero coefficients in the sparse 
representation. In the GA module, the tunable hyperparameters considered were the number of EEG channels in 
the subset (size of the subset) and the initial population size of the GA. 

The SL module was tuned first, using the classification module shown in Fig. 2. Performance for window sizes 
in the set {0.05,0.06,0.07,0.08,0.09,0.10,0.15,0.20} seconds and numbers of non-zero coefficients in the set 
{3,4,5,6,7} was analyzed. A peak 10-fold classification accuracy of 99.07% was obtained for a window size of 
0.05 and 6 non-zero coefficients. We then repeated this analysis but extracted the separate alpha and beta band 
powers for each channel during feature vector construction, leading to feature vectors which were twice as long. 
A peak average 10-fold cross-validation accuracy of 98.97% was obtained using a window size of 0.05 and 5 
non-zero coefficients. The proposed design, which uses the combined alpha-beta power to characterize each 
channel, gave a slightly better classification accuracy.

The GA module was then tuned. An analysis was carried out to select the best parameters. Channel subset sizes 
in the set {5,10,15,20,25,30} channels and initial population sizes in the set {10,15,20,25,30,35,40} 
chromosomes were considered. To evaluate each pairing, the calibration data was divided into 3 groups, with 
80% being used for training, 10% being used as a validation set and 10% being used as a test set. The SL 
dictionary was generated using the training dataset, and the GA optimized the channel subsets with respect to the 
validation dataset. The classification accuracy obtained on the test subset was used to evaluate the generalization 
capabilities of the final selected channel subset and was used to rank the different parameter pairings. 

The results for GA hyperparameter optimization are shown in Table 1, which records the average test set 
accuracy for each instance of channel subset size. The accuracy values were calculated by averaging the results 
across different sizes of the initial populations. The standard deviation was included with the accuracy to capture 
the variation across different initial population sizes. 

The channel subset size had a substantial effect on the accuracy, although the results tend to stabilize for 
subsets of size 10 and greater. Regardless of the channel subset size, the standard deviation is of an order of 10-3- 
10-4, indicating relatively low variation between different initial population sizes. Increasing the channel subset
size tended to decrease the standard deviation in the results.  The results indicate that the size of the channel
subset could have a substantially greater impact on accuracy performance than the initial population size,
particularly when the size is below 10 channels.

The peak accuracy was obtained with a subset of 30 channels and an initial population of 35 chromosomes. 
This set-up obtained an accuracy on the test set of 98.49%, which was like the control test set accuracy of 
98.62%, which was calculated using all 59 EEG channels. Thus, the effect of reducing the channels to 30 using 
the GA was of only 0.13%. In the rest of this analysis, 30 EEG channels were used for analysis. However, since 
there was only a discrepancy of approximately 3% in the average accuracy when using 10 EEG channels 
compared to 30 EEG channels, in the computational complexity analysis (section 4.1.3) the case when 10 EEG 
channels used is also analyzed, to observe how much computational time can be improved.

The final part of this hyperparameter analysis involves observing the effect of sparsity on the test set fitness of 
the GA. For the selected GA parameters, the number of non-zero coefficients in the OMP was varied between 6 
and 500 and the test set fitness (i.e. accuracy) was recorded and shown in Fig. 3. Increasing sparsity tended to 
improve the classification accuracy, with the accuracy decreasing from over 98% accuracy when less than 25 
non-zero coefficients were used, to stabilize around 95.75% when more than 200 coefficients were used. In 

Table 1
Test-set accuracy of the proposed GABSLEEG system with different sizes of channel subsets obtained on the calibration data. 
The variance captures the variation in accuracy between different population sizes.

Channel Subset Size 5 10 15 20 25 30

Average Accuracy 61.42  (9.6±
10-3)×

95.29  (5.5±
10-3)×

97.28  (2.4±
10-3)×

97.93  ±
(1.3 10-3)×

98.28  (5.5±
10-4)×

98.44  (4.3±
10-4)×
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further analysis in this paper, 6 non-zero coefficients were used. 

3.3.2 Hyperparameter Tuning of the Benchmarking Classifiers

The benchmarking classifiers were tuned used Bayesian optimization, which enabled efficient exploration of the 
parameter spaces for each classifier. Parameters were chosen based on the 10-fold CV accuracy. For the k-NN 
classifier, values of k between 3 and 20 were considered, with a peak classification accuracy of 93.32% obtained 
for k=3. For the RF classifier, values for the maximum depth parameter, the minimum number of samples per split 
and the minimum leaf size in the ranges 10 to 500, 2 to 20 and 1 to 10, respectively, were considered. A peak 
accuracy of 86.27% was obtained for a maximum depth of 500 trees, a minimum number of samples per split of 2 
and a minimum leaf size of 1. For the SVM classifier,  and  were tuned for values of  from 0.1 to 100 and  in 𝐶 ϒ 𝐶 ϒ
the range 0.01 to 10. A peak accuracy of 84.99% was obtained for a C value of 100 and a  value of 10. ϒ

3.4 Comments on Evaluation Methodology

Many MI EEG classification systems, including dictionary-based SL classifiers, tend to evaluate performance 
based only on the classification of MI EEG classes [12][14][15]. However, practical BCI systems should be able 
to distinguish not only between MI states, known as control states, but also the idle state, when the user is not 
performing any MI activity. Identification of the idle state is a widespread problem within EEG-based BCIs 
[19][21], and to assess the capabilities of the proposed algorithm, this paper carries out offline MI EEG 
classification using data from both control and idle states. 

Another problem area for practical BCIs is the training phase. EEG data must be recorded from the user prior 
to use of the BCI and then the algorithm is trained [19], leading to a significant latency which grows with the 
amount of training data which needs to be recorded. This is replicated in offline systems by training models for 
individual subjects [9][12][13]. Research has shown that for other MI EEG classification pipelines, the training 
dataset can be reduced without a significant deterioration in performance, particularly using transfer learning [5], 
although this area requires further investigation since lengthy training phases detract from the practicality of 
EEG-based BCIs. Herein, the performance of the proposed system with reduced training data size is assessed. 

4. Results and Discussion

This section begins with a comparison of the impact of GA channel selection on the performance of the
GABSLEEG and other benchmarking systems. The performance of the GABSLEEG approach is then studied 
under the condition of a reduced training data size. This is followed by a complexity analysis comparing the 

Fig. 3 Analyzing the changes in test set fitness for changes in the number of non-zero coefficients used in the 
OMP reconstruction. A smaller number of non-zero coefficients indicates increased sparsity. 
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training and testing latencies of the GABSLEEG system to those of the benchmarking systems. An analysis of the 
channels selected by the GA is then presented. Finally, the GABSLEEG approach is compared to related works 
in the literature.

4.1  Performance Comparison

This section compares the performance of the GABSLEEG system with the benchmarking classification 
systems. The evaluation data from the BCI Competition IV dataset I was used for these tests.  

4.1.1 Performance Comparison of the GABSLEEG System and Benchmarking Systems

The classification accuracies of the SL-based systems were compared to those of the benchmarking systems in 
Tables 2 and 3. In order to assess the impact of the channel selection module, two sets of accuracy results are 
presented:  the ‘Control Test Set Accuracy’ results in Table 2 were obtained when using all 59 EEG channels, 
without GA channel selection, whilst the ‘Test Accuracy’ results in Table 3 were obtained when using the GA 
module for channel selection. Without the GA module, the GABSLEEG system is reduced to a sparse learning-
EEG (SLEEG) system. The data was divided into training, validation, and test sets, as previously explained in 
Section 3 and the results in this section are for the test set. To ensure a fair comparison, the same data divisions 

were used for each of the classifiers. In both tables, the SL-based systems, SLEEG and GABSLEEG, had the 
highest classification accuracies for each individual subject, followed by the k-NN classifier, SVM and RF 
classifier. 

Channel selection resulted in slightly decreased average classification accuracies for the SL, k-NN and RF 
classifiers, which were found to have decreased by 0.19%, 0.50% and 0.91%, respectively. For the SVM 
classifier, however, the classification accuracy was improved by 1.38% when adding the channel selection 
module. The mixed effect of channel selection agrees with results in the literature, where channel selection has 
been reported to improve the classification accuracy in some cases [23][31] but showing no effect or even a slight 

Table 3 

Comparison of Test Accuracy (%) for the proposed GABSLEEG system and three benchmarking 
systems. 

Systems 1a 1b 1f 1g Average
GABSLEEG 99.52 99.62 99.77 99.69 99.65
GA-SVM 96.89 94.73 98.54 94.13 96.07
GA-kNN 97.63 94.76 99.03 96.63 97.01
GA-RF 89.60 85.78 96.25 89.09 89.49

Table 4 

Comparison of the Test-set Sensitivity and Specificity associated with each class (%), averaged across subjects, for the 
proposed GABSLEEG System and three benchmarking systems. 

Sensitivity Specificity
Systems MI Class 1 MI Class 2 Idle Class MI Class 1 MI Class 2 MI Class 3
GABSLEEG 99.92 99.86 99.44 99.81 99.77 99.96
GA-SVM 94.31 92.21 99.01 99.56 99.70 93.39
GA-kNN 99.13 98.49 95.14 98.13 98.39 99.23
GA-RF 93.58 91.83 86.20 94.32 94.32 96.00

Table 2

Comparison of Control Test Set Accuracy (%) for the proposed SLEEG System and three benchmarking systems. 
Systems 1a 1b 1f 1g Average
SLEEG 99.89 99.70 99.86 99.92 99.84
SVM 94.49 93.80 96.80 93.66 94.69
k-NN 98.05 94.89 99.54 97.55 97.51
RF 89.94 85.39 95.57 90.74 90.40

RF 89.94 85.39 95.57 90.74 90.40
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decrease of performance in other cases [32]. These results indicate that the impact of the channel selection is 
classifier dependent. Of the systems which experienced slightly decreased accuracy because of channel selection, 
the GABSLEEG system experienced the smallest decrease in performance, of only 0.19%. Despite this decrease, 
the GABSLEEG system remains the most accurate classifier compared to the benchmarking classifiers, including 
SVM. These results indicate the potential of the GABSLEEG system to benefit from the reduced data processing 
on the test-set associated with channel selection without a significant decrease in accuracy.

Table 4 compares the sensitivity and specificity associated with each class. The results for each class were 
obtained by averaging the results over the subjects. The GABSLEEG system had the best performance, followed 
by the GA-kNN classifier. The GA-RF classifier had the poorest performance, which was as expected from the 
accuracy results in Table 3. Furthermore, the GABSLEEG system had the most consistent performance across 
different classes. 

In summary, the proposed GABSLEEG system has significantly outperformed the benchmarking systems in 
terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, exhibiting consistently better results across the four subjects for 
classification of MI EEG states and the idle state. 

4.1.2 Analysis of Performance with Reduced Training Data 

The training data was reduced from 100% to 20% in steps of 20% to check the effect of reduced training data on 
the classification accuracy. Fig. 4 shows how the performance in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity 
changes for the GABSLEEG and the benchmarking systems with the GA channel selection module. 

The GABSLEEG system consistently outperformed the three benchmarking systems in terms of accuracy, 
sensitivity, and specificity for each of the reduced training data sizes. The RF classifier is consistently the poorest 
performing system. When just 20% of the training data was used, the accuracy of the GABSLEEG system was 
90.18%, and it was the only system with an accuracy above 90% for this volume of training data. The GA-kNN 
and GA-SVM both had middling performance.

Since the time spent on the recording of training data from users detracts from the practicality of an EEG-based 
BCI, signal processing algorithms which can perform with high accuracy on relatively shorter training data are 
desirable. The consistently strong performance of the GABSLEEG system with reduced training data indicates that 
it could be a candidate for practical BCI implementations.

Fig. 4 Analyzing the changes in average accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity with decreased training 
data size. Results for the GABSLEEG system are plotted in blue, for the GA-SVM system are in red, 
for the GA-kNN system are plotted in green and for the GA-RF system are plotted in black. The x-
axis labels denote the percentage of the training data used for training.
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4.1.3 Computational Complexity Analysis

A computational complexity analysis was carried out on the GABLEEG, GA-SVM, GA-kNN and GA-RF 
systems. All tests were run on a Lenovo™ ideapad 330 laptop with 64-bit Windows 10 operating system, and an 
Intel® Core™ i5- 8300H, 2.30GHz CPU. Unnecessary background processes were suspended, and the laptop 
was fully charged during all tests.

In the case of each system, the mean training and testing times per trial segment were calculated for each subject 
by recording the total time taken for training or testing and dividing it by the number of segments processed. The 
mean training and testing times per trial segment, averaged across the subjects, were recorded in Table 5. The 
worst-case training and testing times, which were the maximum recorded times per segment, were also included in 
the table. The lowest training and testing times were highlighted in bold. Comparing the worst-case results to the 
average results, the GA-kNN classifier experienced no difference, whilst the GA-RF classifier only experienced a 
slight increase in the training time. The GA-SVM and GABSLEEG systems exhibited the largest differences 
between average and worst-case training, although the difference was larger for the SVM classifier. Furthermore, 
the worst-case testing time for the GABSLEEG system was less than 1ms longer than the average testing time. 

Short training times are important to reduce the latency between training and use of a BCI. The GABSLEEG 
had the second-longest training time, with the GA-SVM system having the longest training time. The GA-kNN 
system had a much shorter training time. 

Short test times are important as they determine the latency the user would experience during ‘real-time’ use of 
the BCI. The testing time results are like those for the training time, with the GABSLEEG system performing 
poorer than the GA- kNN and GA-RF systems. However, the testing latency of the GABSLEEG system may be 
suitable for a real-time prosthetics control system or to control a graphical user interface since humans can 
perceive only visual latencies above 13ms [33]. The GA-SVM system, however, had a latency of 36.2ms which 
may be unacceptable for a ‘real-time’ system. 

These results indicate that the GABSLEEG system has potential for use in a real-time system but has room for 
improvement in terms of the computational complexity when compared to widely used classifiers such as k-NN 
and RF-based systems. These can be easily improved if the systems are implemented with a more powerful CPU 
or programmed onto an FPGA as opposed to using Python on a laptop.

The core aim of introducing the GA channel selection module was to improve the computational test times whilst 
preserving accuracy. When using the SLEEG classifier with all 59 EEG channels, the average test time per segment 
was 32.39ms, which was over twice the 13.1ms time for the GABSLEEG system. With a latency significantly 
above 13ms, the SLEEG system may not be suitable for visual interfaces. Thus, introducing the GA channel 
selection module resulted in a decrease of less than 0.5% in classification accuracy, but substantially improved the 
test-time latency. This improvement came at the cost, however, of the training interval of the GA, whereas the 
original SLEEG classifier had no classifier training latency beyond feature extraction and dictionary assembly.

Reducing the EEG channel subset size would reduce the training and testing times of the GABSLEEG system 
further. Recall from the initial analysis in Table 1 that the average accuracy on the calibration dataset when using 
10 EEG channels was 95.29%, which was comparable to the 98.44% accuracy obtained when using 30 EEG 
channels. When using a channel subset size of 10 channels with the evaluation dataset, an average classification 
accuracy of 96.12% was obtained, which was 3.54% less than when 30 channels were used. However, the average 
training time when using 10 EEG channels was 70.3ms, whilst the average testing time was 6.6ms, which was a 
substantial improvement when compared to the results in Table 5, which used 30 EEG channels. These results 
illustrate the trade-off between accuracy and computational time which exists within the GABSLEEG classifier. 

TABLE 5

Average and worst-case training and testing times per trial segment for the GABSLEEG and benchmarking systems.

Systems Average Training Time/ms Average Testing Time/ms Worst case 
Training Time/ms

Worst Case 
Testing Time/ms

GABSLEEG 199.0 10.7± 13.1 0.7± 208.5 13.9
GA-SVM 557.0 49.1± 36.2 2.0± 601.8 39.2
GA-kNN 4.0 0.3± 0.3 0.0± 4.0 0.3
GA-RF 5.2 1.8± 0.3 0.0± 7.8 0.3
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4.2 Channel Analysis
The aim of this supplementary analysis is to discuss the channels most frequently selected by the GA channel 

selection approach. The graphic Fig. 5 shows how frequently each of the 59 EEG channels were selected by the 
GA channel selection module for the results in Section 4.1.1, Table 3. The fraction of times a channel is selected 
was calculated across all 4 subjects and across all 4 classification approaches (GABSLEEG, GA-SVM, GA-kNN 
and GA-RF). This implies that it is calculated over 16 different optimized channel subsets. Since the GA 
introduces elements of stochasticity both during the random initialization of the algorithm and during the 
mutation step, channels which occurred less than 50% of the time (corresponding to 8/16 subsets) may have been 
included in a subset randomly, or possibly due to that channel being specifically important to a certain subject. 
Since this discussion is focused on analyzing the most selected channels across the subjects and classifiers, those 
occurring in more than 50% of subsets, only, were considered. The channel montage consisted of 11 different 
scalp regions, namely: central (C), central-central-parietal (CCP), central-frontal-central (CFC), central-parietal 
(CP), frontal-central (FC), parietal (P), frontal (F), parietal-occipital (PO), occipital (O), temporal (T) and 
anterior-frontal (AF).

The results in Fig. 5 indicate a strong presence of electrodes from central-associated EEG channel groups, 
namely C, CP, CCP and CFC groups. In fact, 58.33% of the most frequently selected channels were from central-
associated groups. These results indicate that central-associated channels tended to be important in the selection 
process. This finding agrees with previous work in channel selection for MI EEG classification without the idle 
state being included suggest that central EEG channels are the most discriminative [1][22][23]. 

However, electrodes from outside the central regions also feature prominently within the selected channel 
subsets. Other works have reported some electrodes outside of the central region being included within the 
channel subsets for MI EEG classification for [22][23][24], although central channels generally tend to be 
dominant [22] [23]. The inclusion of a variety of channels outside the central region across the subjects observed 
in this experiment may suggest that for problems involving the idle state class, electrodes outside of the central 
regions may capture valuable information. The literature supports this concept [34] [35] [36] [37]. For example, 
significant activity within the alpha frequency band originating in the O region, known as the Posterior Dominant 
Rhythm, has been observed during the idle state [34], and the SR representation was built on band power features 
within the alpha and beta bands. Furthermore, the frontal region has been associated with planning or control of 
voluntary activity [35], whilst the parietal region has been associated with motivated attention [36], and thus 
these regions may be important in distinguishing between control and idle states. Finally, cues for whether to 
perform motor imagery or the idle state were provided using an audial stimulus [29], with audial evoked 
potentials occurring within the T lobe [37]. This may be related to the occurrence of T channels within in the 
subsets. 
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 Although the GA is a prime candidate for EEG channel selection, the discussion of the channels selected via 
the GA must be carried out with caution. Since the candidate solutions within the initial population of the GA 
were generated randomly, and since this initialization step creates the starting point for the local search, the 
optimized result depends in part on this random initialization. Whilst this analysis suggests that for idle state 
classification electrodes outside of the central region may capture discriminative data, a more rigorous analysis 
would be required to establish whether electrodes or groups of electrodes contribute significantly to the MI BCI 
accuracy when distinguishing between MI and the idle state. 

4.3  Comparison to other state-of-the-art approaches

The performance of the GABSLEEG classification system was then validated using on the BCI competition III 
dataset IVa. This dataset had 118-channel EEG data, however the GABSLEEG system parameters remained the 
same, with the genetic algorithm selecting an optimal subset of 30 EEG channels. 

The results are shown in Table 6 and compared with other state-of-the-art classification approaches tested on 
the same dataset. To facilitate direct comparison, classification was carried out on the two MI classes within the 
dataset and the idle state was not included, as is the case for the other papers in Table 6. ‘AA’ stands for ‘Average 
Accuracy’. The comparison included other SL-based systems, as well as conventional and deep learning-based 
approaches. Systems which used channel selection were also included. As can be seen, the proposed approach 
has produced strong results, and has outperformed several SL models, conventional approaches and two deep 
learning methods. Although GABSLEEG is slightly outperformed by the deep learning model in [9], the 30 
channels used in our model is significantly less than the 118 channels available in [9]. 

It should be noted that in this work the size of the EEG channel subset was fixed, and the optimal channels for 
each subject were identified via the GA. This contrasts with the channel selection methods within Table 6, in 
which the size of the EEG channel subset was optimized for each subject individually. Two of the channel 
selection systems [23][24] also had average subset sizes which were smaller than the 30-channel subset used 
within this paper. The strong performance of this the GABSLEEG system indicates that fixing the channel subset 
size across subjects is a promising alternative approach.

Fig. 5. The electrode map of the montage used in this paper, with the colours denoting the frequency of selection of each electrode. The 
fractions were calculated across all 4 subjects and across four the different classification approaches - GABSLEEG, GA-SVM, GA-kNN 
and GA-RF. Thus there were a total of 16 subset selections.
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Comparison to the literature is carefully designed for consistency. For a direct comparison, three existing 
systems were compared, following the methodology used in this paper for training, validation, and testing. The 
three systems used here include a SL-based system [12], a channel selection approach [45], and a deep learning 
classifier [46]. The comparison was carried out for three class classification problems involving 2 MI states and 
the idle state. Two datasets, the BCI Competition IV dataset I [28] and the BCI competition III dataset IVa [30] 
were used and the average classification accuracies, calculated across subjects, were used for comparison. 

The SL-based system [12], used 30 arbitrarily chosen EEG channels to generate the results, and a window size 
of 0.5s was used to build the dictionary. For consistency, results were generated using a window size of 0.5s as in 
the original implementation in [12] and a window size of 50ms as in the GABSLEEG system. 

Channel selection based on the Fisher score is widely used in the literature, particularly for benchmarking 
novel channel selection approaches [44][45]. To assess the effectiveness of our proposed GA-based GABSLEEG 
system, GA channel selection was replaced with Fisher score channel selection, based on the approach in [47], 
which caters for multi-class classification. Since Fisher score channel selection does not require an explicit 
validation set, the training and validation sets were concatenated to obtain the Fisher score. The Fisher score, , 𝐹ℎ
for channel h is determined by [47]:

TABLE 6

Comparing the results obtained within this paper and state-of-the-art SR, conventional and deep learning methods.
Papers Approaches Features Classifiers Channels AA

GABSLEEG     GA-SL Band power features Dictionary-based 30 98.74
Sreeja et al. [12]

SL
Discrete wavelet transform features with 

weighted representation
Dictionary-based 301 97.98

Taran & Bajaj [13] TQWT features LS-SVM 51 96.89
She et al. [14] CSP, Fisher discriminant structured 

dictionary
ELM 118 80.68

Meng et al. [42]

Conventional 
Approaches

Spatial and Spectral Features with 
maximized mutual information

SVM-RBF 118 90.7

Taran et al. [38] Analytic intrinsic mode function features LS-SVM 101 97.56
Kevric & Subasi [39] Multiscale principal component analysis 

de-noising, wavelet packet decomposition 
features

k-NN 31 94.50

Ortiz-Echeverri et al. 
[40] Deep 

Learning

Blind source separation, continuous 
wavelet features

CNN 181 94.66

Kumar et al. [41] CSP features and LDA feature scoring Autoencoders & 
softmax

118 90.70

Chaudhary et al. [9] Time-frequency representation CNN+ transfer 
learning

118 99.35

He et al. [24]
Automated 

Channel 
Selection

CSP with Rayleigh coefficient 
maximization based GA channel selection

Fisher’s LDA 15.52 88.20

Qiu et al. [23] CSP and selected floating forward channel 
selection

SVM-RBF 30.82 83.30

Park and Chung [43] Filter-bank CSP and correlation coefficient 
channel selection

SVM 8.22 88.62

1Channels selected arbitrarily, not with channel selection.
2 Subject-specific channel subset sizes were used, results show the average subset length.

TABLE 7

Comparison of the classification accuracies of the GABSLEEG system to state-of-the-art implementations. Results were obtained for 
BCI Competition IV dataset I (columns 3 and 4 ) and BCI Competition III dataset IVa (columns 5 and 6). Results for different window 
segmentation sizes are shown; as well as recording results using a 50ms window as in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of this paper, window sizes of 
0.5s and 2s were also used when comparing to the implementation of Sreeja et al. [12] and EEGNet [46], since these were the window 
sizes used in the reported worked.  

Dataset 1 Dataset IVa
Comparison System Window Size GABSLEEG GABSLEEG
Sreeja et al. [12] 0.5s 99.69% 98.11%
Sreeja et al. [12] 50ms 99.65% 96.08%
Fisher Score Channel 
Selection + SL [45]

50ms 99.65% 96.08%

EEGNet [46] 2s 78.33%

Comparison System 
97.95%
98.01%
99.54%

77.81% 87.43%

Comparison System 
92.11%
90.14%
96.17%

83.75%
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  = (9)𝐹ℎ

∑3
𝑘 = 1(𝑚𝑘,ℎ ― 𝑚ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)

2

∑3
𝑘 = 1𝑣𝑘,ℎ

where  and  denote respectively the mean and variance of the features extracted from channel h for class k 𝑚𝑘,ℎ 𝑣𝑘,ℎ
(k=1,2,3).  is the mean of all the features associated with channel h. Once the Fisher score for each channel 𝑚ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

was obtained, the first 30 channels with the highest Fisher scores were selected for constructing the final 
dictionary and evaluating the performance. 

As a deep learning-based system, EEGNet is a landmark CNN classifier used for MI EEG classification [46], 
where the input data is segmented into windows of 2s. Due to the structure of the CNN layers, 50ms windows 
were too small to be processed, thus the comparison between the GABSLEEG system and EEGNet was carried 
out using the window size of 2s. EEGNet uses all the available EEG channels within the dataset, with no channel 
selection carried out. The supplementary code provided by the authors was used. 
   The results for both the datasets are shown in Table 7. In general, the results for Dataset IVa were lower for 
those obtained with Dataset I, indicating the importance of testing systems on different datasets. In general, the 
GABSLEEG outperformed the sparse learning system presented by Sreeja et al. [12] regardless of the window 
size. The Fisher score channel selection and SL implementation also outperformed [12] for a window size of 
50ms. These results indicate that channel selection can be an effective method of improving classification of 
sparse-representation systems. The GABSLEEG system performed on a par with the Fisher score channel 
selection and SL classification approach and outperformed the EEGNet classifier on both datasets. These results 
confirm that the GABSLEEG system can perform well when compared to the state-of-the-art.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a novel GABSLEEG pipeline for MI-EEG classification which combines band power
features sparse representation-based classification with genetic algorithm channel selection under some restraints 
which may be found in practical context. The GA module was effective in preserving the classification accuracy 
and using a subset of EEG channels substantially improved computational time. The GABSLEEG system 
consistently outperformed SVM, k-NN and RF classifiers in terms of classification accuracy, sensitivity, and 
specificity. It was also more robust to changes in training data size than the benchmarking systems. The main 
contributions can be summarized as follows: i) the GABSLEEG classification system had an accuracy of 99.67% 
when classifying MI EEG data and idle state data; ii) the GABSLEEG system was robust to changes in training 
data size, with classification accuracy remaining consistently above 90%, even as the training data size was 
reduced to just 20%; iii) the GA module was effective in preserving classification accuracy when using a reduced 
EEG channel subset. Decreasing the number of EEG channels from 59 channels to 30 channels, resulted in an 
average decrease in test-set accuracy of just 0.1%. This reduction in the number of EEG channels led to improved 
training times. 

Future work could focus on testing GABSLEEG systems using a cross-validation approach which does not 
shuffle the data prior to division, to test robustness to changes within the multichannel EEG time series. 
Furthermore, since EEG can experience drift and other changes with time such as perturbations due to electrode 
movements, an investigation into how often the hyperparameters would need to be retuned, or channels 
reselected would be useful. Since tuning the GA channel selection module is computationally expensive, 
grouping Bayesian optimization [48] could be applied to speed up the hyperparameter tuning. Other 
metaheuristic algorithms such as the firefly algorithm or differential evolution could also be applied to assess 
whether they are more computationally efficient to tune than the GA for the channel selection problem. 
Furthermore, a key contributor to computational time was the OMP sparse learning module. In this work, a 
traditional CPU-based implementation of the OMP algorithm was used, however current research into GPU or 
FPGA-based implementations of OMP [49][50] have shown improved computational times. In future, these more 
efficient implementations could be applied to EEG classification systems based on sparse learning.

Within the wider sphere of offline analysis for practical BCIs, future work can focus on the role signal 
decomposition could play within the pre-processing stage to reduce the effects of noise and drift within practical 
systems, as well move on from the assessment of data from healthy subjects to subjects exhibiting pathologies, a 
necessary step if EEG-based BCIs are to be used for neurorehabilitation or diagnostics in the future. Learning 
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systems will be an essential tool for future BCI research. The core of this would be adaptive systems capable of 
being trained on a user with minimal electrodes, and still perform strongly when the user returns on another day 
despite a different mental state and slightly different EEG cap position. Also, deep learning systems which depart 
from subject-specific training and tackle cross-subject training are also a promising frontier. The challenges of 
small datasets available for EEG analysis have opened avenues for research into EEG dataset augmentation for 
deep learning through generative adversarial networks and transfer learning.
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